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Abstract

Introduction: The Behcet’s disease is deemed to be scarce in Black Africa where data are still scattered. The purpose of our study is to describe the epidemiological, clinical, paraclinical and evolutive particularities of the patients whose presenting symptoms of the Behcet’s diseases were a venous thrombosis. Patients and Methods: It was a descriptive, multicenter, and cross-sectional study lasting 15 months. We brought together all the cases of the Behcet’s disease revealed by venous thrombosis. The diagnosis was based on clinical criteria of the international group of study of the Behcet’s disease in 2007. Results: We have grouped 10 revealing thrombosis cases of the Behcet’s diseases during our study period. The average age was 34. The average wait period between the appearances of the early symptoms and the diagnosis of the very disease was 30 months. The admission motives were the abdominal pain (2 cases), a thrombophlebitis of the lower limb (2 cases), headaches (1 case), coma (1 case), a thrombophlebitis of the upper limb (3 cases). The thrombotic symptoms were exclusively venous-located. The seats of the thrombosis were the vena cava superior in 30% of the cases, the vena cava inferior in 20% of the cases, the veins of the lower limb in 20% of the cases, the cerebral vein in 20% of the cases, and the auxiliary vein in 10% of the cases. The treatment of the deep venous thrombosis consisted in all the cases of an effective anticoagulation associated with the colchicine. Primarily, the corticotherapy with a high dose was used in all the patients. One of them in the comatose stage, manifesting both cerebral thrombophlebitis and aseptic meningitis, had died. Conclusion: Behçet’s disease is a disease of the young adult, but it must be evoked even in old age, with a view to appropriate man-
agement, in order to avoid the complications of the disease. Although it is rare in our regions, it should be sought in the etiological assessment of venous thrombosis whatever the location.
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1. Introduction

The Behcet’s disease is a systemic vasculitis of various vessel sizes evolving by increase and remission. Even if it is ubiquitous, it is much more frequent in the mediterranean region. Vascular thrombosis, especially the venous ones are common in the course of this affection and can slow down the diagnosis. In fact, bipolar aphthosis, dermatological lesions and the ocular inflammation constitute the main symptoms of this disease [1].

It is deemed to be scarce in Black Africa where data are still scattered [2].

The purpose of our study is to describe the epidemiological, clinical, paraclinical and evolutive particularities of the patients whose presenting symptoms of the Behcet’s diseases were a venous thrombosis.

2. Patients and Methods

It was a descriptive, multicenter, and cross-sectional study that was conducted from January 1st 2015 to April 1st 2016, lasting 15 months. We brought together all the cases of the Behcet’s disease revealed by venous thrombosis. Those cases were hospitalized in the internal Medicine of CHN Pikine and CHU Dantec or referred by other services in particular Cardiology, Neurology, Cardiovascular Surgery or Infectious Disease.

We studied the epidemiological, clinical, paraclinical and evolutive particularities of the patients whose presenting symptoms of the Behcet’s diseases were venous thrombosis.

The diagnosis was based on international criteria ICBD in 2006 [3]:
- Oral aphthosis: 1 point
- Genital aphthosis: 2 points
- Skin lesions: 1 point
- Vascular lesions : 1 point
- Ocular involvement: 2 points
- Positive pathergic test : 1 point

The diagnosis was established if the score was greater or equal to 3 points.

The collection tool was a survey form developed by a committee of experts and approved by an ethics committee.

3. Results

We have grouped 10 revealing thrombosis cases of the Behcet’s diseases during
our study period. The average age was 34, with a range of 22 and 69 years old. There was an apparent male predominance with 8 against 2 females. There were 2 smoking patients. None of them were alcoholic. We did not observe any family history of Behcet’s disease. The average wait period between the appearances of the early symptoms and the diagnosis of the very disease was 30 months. The admission motives were shown on Figure 1. The initial hospital service was different (Figure 2). Mouth and genital ulcer were present in all of our patients (100%) with an average of 3 flare-ups per year [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] (Figure 3).

The pathergy test was positive on 1 patient. Dermatological lesions, pseudofolliculitis type, were noticed in 3 patients. The thrombotic symptoms were exclusively venous-located. The thrombotic manifestation were exclusively of venous localization. The thrombosis sites were the superior vena cava in 30% of the cases (Figure 4 and Figure 5), the inferior vena cava in 20% of the cases, the veins of the lower limb in 20% of the cases, the cerebral vein in 20% of the cases, and the auxiliary vein in 10% of the cases (Table 1). There were 2 cases with neurological symptoms of the Behcet’s disease of aseptic lymphocytic meningitis type and 1 case of anterior uveitis eye damage. There was neither articular nor digestive one. No pulmonary embolism was observed. The treatment of the deep venous thrombosis consisted in all the cases of an effective anticoagulation associated with the colchicine. Primarily, the corticotherapy with a high dose was used in all patients.

One of them admitted during the comatose stage, manifesting both cerebral thrombophlebitis and aseptic meningitis, had died.

4. Discussion

Behçet’s disease (BD) is a systemic vasculitis of vessels of varying sizes evolving by thrust and remission.

There is no pathognomonic examination of BD and the diagnosis is based on clinical criteria such as those proposed by the International BD Study Group and, more recently, those of the International Team for the Revision of the International Criteria for BD [1] [3] [4]. It predominates in the Mediterranean basin, the Middle East and Japan [5]. In Africa data are still scattered [2].

Figure 1. Admission motives.
Figure 2. Initial hospitalization service.

Figure 3. Genital Aphthosis.

Figure 4. Upper cave syndrome.
Table 1. Thrombosis localization.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Localization</th>
<th>Case number</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Superior vena cava</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inferior vena cava</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vena of the lower limbs</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cerebral vein</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axillary vein</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In Senegal, the largest retrospective series carried out in the Department of Dermatology of the HALD revealed 50 cases in 13 years [6]. This confirmed the ubiquitous nature although it is a rare or under diagnosed disease in Africa.

Most studies agree on the significant predominance of male patients in patients with BD with vascular involvement compared to those without vascular involvement [7] [8]. This male predominance is also found in our study. Moreover, male hormones aggravate the severity of the disease, and the development of vascular manifestations [9].

In our study, the mean age was 34 years with extremes of 22 and 69 years. The literature review of Behçet’s disease indicates that the average age of onset of symptoms is between 26 and 34 years. In terms of the broadest cohorts, we note an average age of 25.6 years in Turkey (2147 patients) [10], 28.8 years in Korea (1155 patients) [11] and 27.5 years in Tunisia (702 patients) [12]. The extreme ages of the occurrence of the disease range from the first months of life to the age of 54 years around the Mediterranean basin, in Europe and in the Arab countries [12]. They could occur up to 72 years of age according to the studies carried out in the Asian countries, having in mind that the occurrence after 60 years of age is exceedingly rare. The rarity of the late occurrence of the disease...
makes it difficult to analyze the particularities of such an establishment.

Late cases have been published and these observations have the particularity of associating the involvement of several apparatuses in particular osteoarticular and neurological [11].

The mean time between the onset of the first signs of the disease and the diagnosis of behcet’s disease was 30 months. Compared to the largest series of Dakar done in Dermatology (18 months), this delay is long [6]. The delay in diagnosis in our study is probably related to the benign nature of the dermatological manifestations evolving by relapses and remissions and constituting the first symptoms of the disease. Vascular involvement usually occurs a few years after mucocutaneous signs.

The pathogenesis of behcet’s disease associates a cellular hyperactivity causing the neutrophils (PNN), T cells, and endothelial cells to interact with the expression of the HSP (heat shock protein). To explain the venous thrombosis during the behcet’s disease, 2 mechanisms are offered: vasculitis which can affect the large venous trunks and hypercoagulability blood. The trend thrombogenicity of behcet’s disease is due to an inhibition of the fibrinolytic potency of serum and to an increase in platelet aggregability [12] [13]. This is explained by an increase in the von Willebrand factor and a decrease in prostacyclin (PGI2), in relation to a dysfunction of vascular endothelial cells.

Their emboligenic character is certain (10% to 15% of cases of thrombosis) but less than idiopathic thrombophlebitis [14], due to the inflammatory parietal phenomena.

Pulmonary embolism is rarely observed during behcet’s disease and this is explained by the fact that venous thromboses during this disease are not very emboligene because the thrombus adheres strongly to the venous wall [15].

Vascular involvement is seen in 10 to 40% of BD cases [1]. It is dominated by venous involvement, which accounts for 80% - 90% [16].

The diffusion of venous thrombosis to all venous territories is clearly evident in our results confirming the ubiquitous nature of the venous involvement and the venous tropism of the disease [17].

In the order of frequency, venous thrombosis mainly occur in the lower limbs, the superior vena cava, the inferior vena cava and finally in the upper limbs [7] [8] [18]-[23].

In our study, the chest vascular localization, more frequent was found in 3 patients (Figure 3 and Figure 4). The thrombosis of the superior vena cava is therefore possible in Behçet’s disease and would represent 2.5% of cases [6]. However, it is rarely the telling element [22].

Superior vascular thrombosis may be primary or secondary to an extension of axillary or subclavian phlebothrombosis. It usually occurs a few years after the cutaneous mucosal signs of the disease. Rarely, it is inaugural preceding the other manifestations. Clinically, it may be latent, well-tolerated, low-noise, or noisily manifested by chest pain, headache, bilateral papillary edema, fever. It is
possible to have, associated with the picture, an effusion of the serous ones such in our patient who presented a pericardial effusion. Its nature is sometimes chy-leous [5].

Imaging plays a fundamental role in the diagnosis of thrombosis. This is based on the location of the ultrasound, computed tomography and resonance imaging [5].

Given the absence of controlled studies, there is no consensus for the treatment of venous thrombosis during BD [24].

Most authors recommend the use of anticoagulants at curative doses while others avoid their use alone and associate them with corticosteroids because of their ineffectiveness for some, and the risk of bleeding due to an inflammation of the vascular wall [14]. For others, corticosteroids can be used during venous attacks [7]. In our series corticoids were used in all patients.

5. Conclusion

Behçet’s disease is a disease of the young adult, but it must be evoked even in old age, for an effective mode of treatment in order to avoid the complications of the disease. These complications, which may mask the disease, may lead to a misdiagnosis. Although it is rare in our regions, it should be sought in the etiological assessment of venous thrombosis regardless of the location.
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